VNN1, a potential biomarker for pancreatic cancer-associated new-onset diabetes, aggravates paraneoplastic islet dysfunction by increasing oxidative stress.
In our previous clinical microarray analysis, we were the first to report on Vanin-1 (VNN1) as a novel clinically derived biomarker of pancreatic cancer-associated new-onset diabetes (PCAND). The functional mechanisms of VNN1 in the pathogenesis of PCAND, however, are not completely understood. In the present study, we further extend our previous clinical study to include laboratory research. The functions and mechanisms of neoplastic overexpressed VNN1 in PCAND have been explored using a co-culture model. Furthermore, the serum concentrations and discrimination power of downstream molecules of VNN1 were tested in a PCAND cohort. Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA) overexpressed VNN1 further aggravates paraneoplastic islet dysfunction; decreases in GSH/PPAR-γ concentrations and increases in ROS/cysteamine might be primary cause of this effect. Clinical serum analyses revealed that the expression profiles of these molecules were aberrant in the PCAND group. Our results further demonstrated that PCAND is a type of paraneoplastic diabetes. As the only clinically derived biomarker for PCAND screening available today, the biological role of VNN1 in triggering oxidative stress within the pancreatic microenvironment is important. The molecules downstream of VNN1 are also potential biomarkers for PCAND screening.